EBACC SUBJECTS
Term

English

Maths

Science

Geography

History

Bengali

French

Spanish

Latin

Autumn
1

Macbeth
Assessment: unplanned GCSE
style literature essay

Solving and graphing equations
Simultaneous Equations
Inequalities
Iteration (H)
Assessment: Autumn 1

30 mark assessments
Biology – B4 Bioenergetics and
B5 Homeostasis
Chemistry – C4 Chemical
Changes
Physics – P4 Atomic Structure

Topic: Global Development

Britain: Health and the People1000- modern day

Reading and responding,
Identity and culture;Me and my family and friend,
Writing ;-description,
Blog , and email about my self
and friend,
Past exam paper.
Photo cards ;-Role play cards.
Re-enforcing some joint letters.

Life at school
Listening and
Reading – 30 minutes
Writing: Translation into English,
90 word essay,
translation into French – 45
minutes
SPEAKING: Photo-cards – 15
minutes

House, Home, My area
Reading and translation into
English on my town – 45 minutes
Translation into Spanish and 90
word writing about where I live –
45 minutes

‘Quintus de se,’ translation.
Present, perfect, imperfect and
pluperfect verbs
.

Speaking ;- Photo cards, Role
play cards, regular practice in
class room and at home,
listening from past exam paper.
Make sure students can read and
understand the question in
reading paper-section B and C.

Travel and tourism
Listening and
Reading – 30 minutes

Social issues
Reading, listening and
translation into Spanish – 45
minutes

‘astrologus victor 1,’ translation
Vocatives and imperatives
hic, haec, hoc
present participles
all cases including the genitive

Both tier listening practice from
past exam paper;Reading and responding ;-social
media and mobile technology
.present tense and past tense.

Education Post - 16
Listening and
Reading – 30 minutes
Writing: Translation into English,
90 word essay,
translation into French – 45
minutes
SPEAKING: Photo-cards and roleplay

Social issues
Listening, reading and
translation into Spanish – 45
minutes
Speaking assessment consisting
of a role play and a photo card –
10 mins

‘epistula Cephali,’ translation
Past participles
Neuter nouns

Role play ;- photo cards,
General conversation on Theme
1.
Reading;-past exam paper,
Writing;-past exam paper.

Healthy Living
Listening and
Reading – 30 minutes
Writing: Translation into English,
90 word essay,
translation into French – 45
minutes
SPEAKING: Photo-cards and roleplay – IN CLASS

Life at school and college
Reading and translation into
English – 40 minutes
Listening and 90 word writing
and translation into Spanish – 45
minutes

‘Modestus promotus 2,’
comprehension.
Imperfect and pluperfect
subjunctive with ‘cum’
Purpose clauses
Result clauses
Indirect commands

Final preparation for speaking,
Role-play, photo card, general
conversation,

Marriage/ Partnership

Identity & Culture, Customs and
festivals
Reading, listening and
translation in Spanish – 45
minutes

‘Belimicus rex,’ translation.
All cases including ablative
Expressions of time
Prepositions

Main focus on reading and
writing paper.
Past exam paper and work sheet.

MOCK EXAMS: Specimen
Reading past paper – 45 minutes
Listening past paper – 45
minutes
Writing past paper – 1 hour
SPEAKING: IN CLASS

Mock exams (in a few cases
there will be some higher
papers)
Reading paper – 40 minutes
Listening paper – 40 mins
Writing paper (photo card
description, 90 word paragraph
and translation) – 1 hour
Speaking exam Role play – 10
minutes

GCSE old specification past
paper
Include passive verbs and
grammar section out of 10 at the
end

Autumn
2

Spring 1

An Inspector Calls
GCSE Language paper 1 & 2
GCSE Literature Paper 2
Assessment: Unplanned Essay
An Inspector Calls

Quadratic sequences
Expanding and factorising
quadratics
Quadratic equations
Further graphs
Quadratic inequalities (H)
Assessment: Autumn 1 & 2

30 mark assessments
Biology – B5 Homeostasis
Chemistry – C4 Chemical
Changes
Physics – Combined P5 Forces;
separate P4 Atomic Structure

Area and volume
Circles
Pythagoras’ theorem
Congruence and similarity
Assessment: 20% Autumn 1 & 2
80% Spring 1

30 mark assessments
Biology – Combined B6 Variation
& Evolution; separate B5
Homeostasis
Chemistry – C5 Energy Changes
Physics – P5 Forces

Explain one advantage and one
disadvantage of top-down
development projects in the
promotion of development (4
marks)
Assess the social and economic
impacts of private investment by
TNCs in a named
developing/emerging country (8
marker)

Assessment- Full exam paper

Britain: Health and the People1000- modern day

End of Topic Test - 30 marks +
additional 15 marks on previous
learning

Assessment- Full exam paper

Rural Fieldwork: Trip date to be
confirmed

Britain: Health and the People1000- modern day

You have studied a river as part
of your own fieldwork. Evaluate
the reliability of your
conclusions.
(8 marker)

Assessment- Full exam paper

Writing: Translation into English,
90 word essay,
translation into French – 45
minutes

Fieldwork Skills Test (30 marks)
Spring 2

Ratio and proportion
Fractions and percentages
Similarity
Trigonometry
Further Trigonometry (H)
Assessment: Mock exam: Noncalculator

30 mark assessments
Biology – B6 Variation &
Evolution
Chemistry – C6 Rates
Physics – Combined P6 Waves;
separate P5 Forces

Urban Fieldwork: Trip date to be
confirmed

Elizabethan England 1558-1603
Assessment- Full exam paper

Outline the findings of your
investigation into changing cities
and explain how you were able
to reach them (8 marker)
Fieldwork Skills Test 30 marks +
additional 15 marks on previous
learning

Summer
1

Summer
2

GCSE Language- Speeches
Speaking and Listening
Assessment: Speech

Sampling
Tables and charts
Scatter graphs
Averages and spread
Grouped data (H)
Assessment: 20% Autumn 1 & 2
80% Spring 1 & 2

30 mark assessments
Biology – B7 Ecology
Chemistry – combined C7
Organic Chemistry; separate C6
Rates
Physics – combined P6 Waves;
separate P5 Forces

Topic: UK Challenges

Elizabethan England 1558-1603

Discuss the view that UK
population growth and net
migration will create pressures
on the UK’s ecosystems.
(16 marker)

Assessment- Full exam paper

Macbeth Revision
Language Paper 1 Revision
Assessment: Mock ExamsLit/Lang
GCSE Poetry

Theoretical and experimental
probability
Sample space diagrams
Tree diagrams
Venn diagrams
Conditional probability (H)
Assessment: Mock exam:
Calculator

Combined - 70 marks
B5-7
C4-8
P4-7
Separate – 100 marks
B5-B6
C4-C7
P4-P5

Mock Examination

Elizabethan England 1558-1603

Revision and Review

Assessment- Full exam paper

Reading – 30 minutes
Writing: Translation into English,
90 word essay,
translation into French – 45
minutes

Term

Art

Computer Science

Construction

Drama

Hospitality

ICT

Music

PE

Autumn
1

Formal Elements
Direct Observational still
life Drawing Baseline
assessment

Systems Architecture
Von Neumann, CPU components,
registers
Fetch-Decode-Execute cycle
Performance of CPU
Embedded systems
Memory
RAM and ROM
Virtual memory
Flash memory
Storage
Purpose of secondary storage
Optical, magnetic, solid state
Assessment:: Systems Architecture,
Memory and Storage

Understand the work in the
construction industry

Blood Brothers
Embedded Theory
Your child will start to
explore the themes, plot,
characters, and design
features of the play-text
Blood Brothers in line with
Section B of the
component 1 written
exam.

Structure of the Hospitality and
Catering industry ; Job Requirements
Working Conditions of different jobs
Factors affecting the success of H & C
providers
Assessment :Assignment Task

OCR Creative iMedia R082
– LO 1 Understand the
purpose and properties of
digital graphics
Written test 50 mins

1. Solo performance
2. Assessment of melody
3. Short listening test
4. Homework – listen to
three pieces of music in
binary, ternary and rondo
form and write a paragraph
about each

GCSE: Socio-cultural
influences

Systems Software
Operating Systems
Utility Systems
Networks
LAN vs WAN
CS vs P2P
Addressing
Protocols
Packet Switching
Layers
Assessment: Systems Software (and
Systems Architecture, Memory and
Storage)

Understand the work in the
construction industry

Crime and Punishment
preparation for exam

Social and economic
benefits the construction
industry provides
nationally and locally

Your child will be starting
to prepare for their devised
exam (Component 2)
through introduction of the
themes and different
stimuli.

Factors to consider when planning
menus
Environmental issues
Meeting Customer Needs
Production of dishes
Assessment: Assignment Task
Practical Assessment

Networks
Internet and Cloud
Star vs Mesh and LAN hardware
Wifi/Ethernet
Virtual networks
Performance of networks
Assessment: Networks (and Systems
Architecture, Memory, Storage and
Systems Software)

Revision for construction
exam

Security
Forms of Attach
Prevention Techniques
Assessment: Security (and Networks)

Understand a clients need
to develop a design brief
for a low rise building
listing constraints and risks.

Autumn
2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer
1

Magic Table task: Tonal
Values and mark-making:
Tonal drawing of still life
objects using a 2B Pencil

Colour Theory
Applying the knowledge of
the colour wheel to
transcribe an artist’s work.

Responding to a Thematic
unit :
Research an artist.
Gallery visit.
10/20 Photographs
Thumbnail sketches.

Applying Keywords:
Research an Artist that
relates to the current
theme. Written evaluation
and colour study

Sectors – Retail, Education,
Recreation, Infrastructure
Assessment- Assignment

Mock Exam and
Sketchbook planning;
Creating a final piece and
sketchbook development.

COURSEWORK
REVISION
Assessment: Mock Exam (OCR Paper 1)

Understanding core beliefs
and teachings Islam
Unit 1 (4 and 5 marks)
Focus: Understanding key
concepts

Sociological approaches & research methods
(Key ideas of Marx & Durkheim):
1. To what extent is community the most
important factor in causing social cohesion?
(12 marks)
Sociological approaches & research methods
(Other sociological approaches):
1. To what extent is the role of couples in the
family equal? (12 marks)

GCSE: Health, fitness and
wellbeing
BTEC: Exam unit on screen
test
1hour

Religious practices
End of unit test (24 marks)
Focus: Understanding key
practices

Sociological approaches & research methods
(Quantitative & Qualitative methods):
1. Identify and explain one advantage of using
surveys to investigate people’s experiences as
victims of crime. (4marks)
2. Identify and explain one advantage of using
observation to investigate the interaction
between teachers and students in classrooms.
(4marks)
Sociological approaches & research methods
(Secondary sources of data):
1. Identify and explain one disadvantage of
using content analysis to investigate the
representation of gender in magazines.
(4marks)

Crime and Punishment
Exam (Component 2)

Food related causes of ill health
Role and responsibilities of the EHO
Food safety legislation
Common types of food poisoning
and symptoms of
Assessment: Assignment Tasks
Practical Assessment

OCR Creative iMedia R082 –
LO 3 Be able to create a
digital graphic
Written test 50 mins

Crime and Punishment
Exam (Component 2)Continued
Your child will perform
their exam piece within this
half term and begin to
complete section 1 and 2 of
their coursework.
10% practical
40% coursework
-on-going

Personal Safety responsibilities in the
workplace
Risks to personal safety in H & C
Control measures for H & C
provisions
Assessment: Assignment Tasks
Mock Exam

OCR Creative iMedia R082 –
LO 4 Be able to review a
digital graphic
Written test 50 mins

Completion of S3Component 2 Coursework
Your child will complete
any outstanding pieces of
coursework and evaluate
their devised piece by
completing S3.

Operations in the kitchen
Front of house operations
How H & C provisions meet customer
requirements
Assessment: External Assessment/
Online Exam

OCR Creative iMedia R082 –
LO 1 & 2 Be able to research
and create relevant
planning documentation
(spider, mind maps + hand
drawn visualisation
diagram). Practical test 50
mins

Deadline for coursework

Function of nutrients
Nutritional needs of specific groups
Characteristics of unsatisfactory
nutritional intake
Impact of cooking methods on
nutritional value of food
Assessment: Assignment Tasks
Practical Assessment

OCR Creative iMedia R082
– combined LO 3 & 4 for
given scenario. Practical
test 50 mins

Your child will begin
creating their devised 20
minute group piece10% practical
40% coursework
-on-going

Produce a 2point
perspective sketch with the
ideas to meet with the
clients requirements
Assessment - Assignment

Summer
2

1. Ensemble performance
2. Assessment of chordal
work
3. Short listening test
Holiday homework –
choose a pop or rock song
to analyse/appraise and
give a short presentation
after the holiday

Sociology

Assessment - Assignment

Assessment - Assignment

COURSEWORK

OCR Creative iMedia R082
– LO 2 Be able to plan the
creation of a digital graphic
Written test 50 mins

BTEC: Exam unit
Practice papers

Religious
Education

Produce a range of floor
plans for inside their
building ideas for the client
Assessment - Assignment

Component 3 mock examGroup Extract

1. Ensemble performance
2. Assessment of
composition
3. Short listening test
4. Half term homework –
extended answer on a
piece of chamber music,
jazz or musical theatre.

1. Solo performance
2. Assessment of
composition
3. Short listening test
4. Holiday homework –
choose a piece of film
music to analyse/appraise
and write an extended
answer

1. Performance
2. Assessment of
composition to Eduqas
criteria
3. Mock listening exam
based on areas of study
4. Mock performing
assessment – two pieces
(with at least one
ensemble)

GCSE: Sports psychology

Religion and life in Islam

BTEC: Practical unit 2
assignments

End of unit test
(24 marks)

GCSE: Use of data
BTEC: Practical unit 2
assignments

Focus: Understanding how
religion influences daily life

The sociology of education ( Different types of
school):
1. To what extent are private schools elitist?
(12 marks)

Religion, peace and conflict in
Islam

The sociology of education (Social class &
achievement):
1. To what extent is are schools becoming
‘marketised’? (12 marks)

End of unit test (24 marks)

Focus: Understanding how
religion can be a source of
peace and conflict

GCSE: Physical training
BTEC: Practical unit 2
assignments

The sociology of education (The role of
education: Functionalism & Marxism):
1. To what extent is the purpose of education
to teach the hidden curriculum? (12 marks)

Religion and human rights in
Christianity
End of unit test (24 marks)
Focus: Understanding how
religion influences global
world issues

GCSE: Movement analysis

Synoptic exams

BTEC: Personal exercise
programme unit 5

Practice Paper 2
(48 marks)

The sociology of education (Ethnicity &
achievement):
1. To what extent is ethnicity the most
important factor in causing school
achievement? (12 marks)

The sociology of education (Gender &
achievement):
1. To what extent is the better achievement
of girls in schools based on gender
stereotypes? (12 marks)
The sociology of education (Perspectives on
counter-school culture):

Mock Exam: Paper 1
Section A: The sociology of families
Section B: The sociology of education

